In a special meeting with Pres. Robert R. Kennedy, student leaders discussed the continuance of the speaker arrangement which had been revoked by a directive.

Speaker directive lifted

The college administration and the ASI administration have come to terms—about the contracting and reviewing process of campus speakers.

Pres. Kennedy met with three student leaders Monday morning, resulting in his decision to continue the structure of speaker arrangement as it had existed before a directive this quarter was issued.

Reagan appoints three for Board of Trustees

Three persons were appointed last week by Gov. Ronald Reagan to fill three of the four vacant positions on the California State Colleges and Universities Board of Trustees. The appointments will have to be confirmed by the state senate.

Joanette Ritchie, replacement for Phoebe Conley, lives in Merit Park and serves on the State Board of Education from which she is expected to resign. She is assistant head nurse at Stanford University Hospital. She has taught at San Francisco State and is on the committee to study minority dropout. She received her undergraduate degree from Stanford University and has also attended the University of California at Berkeley and the University of Dan.

Robert F. Beaver will fill the last Dudley Swain’s term until 1978. Beaver lives in Fultonn and serves on the Fullerton Blue Ribbon Commission for Transportation and Industry. He is also on the Orange County Transit Committee and is a former member of Chapman College President’s Council. He is a businessman active in Orange County civic and service organizations.

Robert P. Beaver will fill the last Dudley Swain’s term until 1978. Beaver lives in Fullerton and serves on the Fullerton Blue Ribbon Commission for Transportation and Industry. He is also on the Orange County Transit Committee and is a former member of Chapman College President’s Council. He is a businessman active in Orange County civic and service organizations.

by BARBARA FLYNN

A new discrimination resolution recently passed by the Student Senate is a major step forward in the battle against harassment and discrimination.

The resolution, passed on Feb. 25, states that all ASI clubs and related activities must use only the facilities and services of organizations that are non-discriminatory and non-restriuctive with regard to race, color, or ethnic origin, and that all campus and community groups should avoid patronizing the facilities or the functions of the facilities of any discriminatory organizations.

The resolution noted the various sections of the Speaker’s Forum Code and that Student Senate Council, the officers of the college all have authority to intervene in the dealings of Speaker’s Forum. ASI Pres. Pete Evans presented the resolution to Kennedy, with ASI Vise Pres. Marianne Doshi and Speaker's Forum Chairman Phyllis Bauchman.

The issue at hand concerned a request by Kennedy for SAC to review the selection of all speakers paid in 1980. The request, in a memorandum to Mrs. Doan dated Jan. 7, request that student governing bodies be shown the procedures used in the selection of speakers from the state college system’s board of trustees Fall Quarter.

The request was made, Kennedy said, “to try to make absolutely certain we did have adequate control over outside speakers from large sums of money. I felt some fees paid speakers here and at other

(Sacramento State) resolutions is questioned

by PAUL SIMON

Sacramento resolutions are being questioned by Barbara Flynn.

A new discrimination resolution recently passed by the Student Senate is a major step forward in the battle against harassment and discrimination.

The resolution, passed on Feb. 25, states that all ASI clubs and related activities must use only the facilities and services of organizations that are non-discriminatory and non-restriuctive with regard to race, color, or ethnic origin, and that all campus and community groups should avoid patronizing the facilities or the functions of the facilities of any discriminatory organizations.

 Theta Chi Fraternity decided to have their banquet in the Elks Lodge regardless of the new fraternity rules, some have made prior arrangements in the fall. According to Charlie Wallace, a member of Theta Chi, “It is an individual choice. I don’t think SAC can make any resolution on it.” He added, “SAC has no jurisdiction on it.”

Under the stipulations of the resolution, the Elks would be considered a discriminatory organization. One ASI member, Jim Beza, said that under Grand Lodge Statutes membership is limited to white males. II or II, other, who believes in

Seitz said that the Elks perform many charitable functions that are not restrictive to any groups. However, Seitz hopes that “there is a constantly increasing vote to eliminate the charter status.”

Pete Evans, ASI president, who presented the resolution, said the reaction of the board was “to try it down.” As it stands, he said there is no power for enforcement by general consensus.

Evans said he hopes it will be a “strong statement prohibiting campus groups from supporting, in any way, discriminatory groups.”

In relation to the second clause of the resolution, discussing community groups, Evans said, “I will be approaching these various groups who have been known to use the facilities of such groups to the President. Roy Brophy is a controversial figure both on campus and in the state legislature during his near-decade as chancellor of the California State College system. It is expected to highlight the role of this college regarding higher education, as it speaks in the Men’s Gym at 11 a.m.

The event commemorates the 75th anniversary of the founding of the college and the renaming of the college system as the California State Colleges and Universities.

It will be the first public appearance for Dumke since he became chancellor of the renamed 18-school structure on Saturday.

Dumke, who last week testified before the Senate Ways and Means Committee, regarding the,gull of minority students, has often been a target of student government and newspapers alike for his concern in educational production.

For that reason, and because the chancellor will outline important improvements of the college today, Kennedy recommended all students attend the speech. Specifically, Kennedy said Dumke is expected to bring up liberal versus conservative viewpoints and actions.

The law changing the name of the state college system became effective Saturday. Dumke, a former student at Fullerton College, is credited with being a major force in the name change.

Since becoming chancellor in 1980, Dumke has drawn much criticism and, equally, praise for his administration of the large system of higher education ever created.
Student asks for input

Editor: Stephen Preve's letter (Mar. 3) was an amusing display of bigotry and naivete. His first mistake was in generalizing the number of parents who will benefit by a day care center. His feelings thereafter are liberally laced with displays of Ignorance.

They nevertheless pay the cost of children, single and or childless, able to live in the society we live in. There are special students here who need and have special services and facilities provided them, because their needs are an equal right. The blind, the paraplegics, gifted students, etc. If we seek to the same level of indignation and petulance, as per Mr. Preve, we must also face the dangers of our own formism, where everyone not single or childless, able to pay his own way or else, would be the only recipients of a college education.

He closes with remarks about people who really want to attend college who are not able to support the expenses in the first place. Project a little from that point of view, and you have him excluding the poor, crippled, minorities, exceptional from the start.

I must admit, had a forceful way with words. It'll be interesting to hear more from him on issues such as abortion, women's lib, gay movements, euthanasia, poverty, and crime.

Bill Netherby

Band to travel

The Symphonic Band is scheduled to give 11 performances on its five-day tour beginning M arch 30.

The 11-performance band will offer programs of classical, popular and Dixieland music before audiences at high schools in Dinuba, Stockton, Sacramento and Walnut Creek.

The public will also be invited to evening concerts in Fresno, Tracy, Woodland, Richmond and San Jose with a special concert at the Fresno High School for Crippled Children in San Francisco.
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Lowest draft since '49

Washington (UPI)—Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird said Monday there would be no draft calls in April, May and June and that the draft for the entire year would be 60,000 or less. Nearly 100,000 men were drafted in 1971.

There were no draft calls for the first three months this year, Laird said. About 8,000 per month and that the draft for the entire year would be 60,000 or less.

Without that policy, the resolution lacks teeth. Eight members agreed but were outvoted by 8-12-2.

The resolution directed the school student councils to select different candidates each week, while the vacancy existed, to be the voting representative of the school.

At Wednesday's meeting we recommended the directive be included in either the ASI bylaws or SAC operational code, and indeed, SAC voted to do so. However, in the process, the directive to select different voting representatives each week was eliminated without that policy, the resolution lacks teeth. Eight members agreed but were outvoted by 8-12-2.

As read when approved, the resolution left it wide open to the councils to choose the voting rep anyway they wish. This could lead to one candidate voting week after week, while the others could merely participate in the discussion.

The results of such a situation are clear. Evidence the elections of several weeks ago, when the three candidates who had been sitting weekly on the council as proxy representatives were elected.

Those three might have been elected anyway. But as it stood, the increase attention focused upon them by students in the audience as a natural reaction by the media, we believe, influenced the elections.

Had all candidates been given a regular turn as proxies, media coverage and student attention would have been focused on all. As it was, the ensuing controversy even more illuminated the names of the three "temporary" proxies.

Since Daily as a policy did not take sides in the election. No personal alarm is intended to the three students who won the three open seats from two schools. But now, incursions must be taken to insure the validity of future special elections. Those precautions must include giving a fair chance to all candidates.

Paul H. Simon
Editor-in-Chief
CU officials fill rooms

Plains are underway for putting a stereo shop at the College Union. The actual moving-in process will begin late Spring Quarter. The College Union Board of Governors (CUBG) said that a lease will be signed by Barry Warehouse. The shop will occupy the room now being used for pin warehousing. The shop will be in the College Union Building.

Halt to buying

Halt to buying room late afternoon was made to make a policy recommendation on buying for the program and that SAC could use one of the other rooms for their meeting. The motion was seconded and unanimously passed.

A bank on campus may still be possible and the CUBG will be discussing the matter further at another meeting.

Angela Davis plays dual role

By DONALD B. THACKERY

Washington (UPI)—President Nixon met at the White House on Monday, May 21, 1973, with Attorney General John N. Mitchell to discuss the case of Angela Davis, accused of murder and conspiracy.

Nixon probably will ask Congress to authorize funding to make a policy recommendation on buying.

Trustee, a past student guest at Founders Day

A former editor of the campus newspaper and now a trustee of the state college and university system, Roy Brophy of Sacramento, is a guest at Founder's Day observances today.

In 1941 the paper was known as the Cal Poly Californian. Brophy was the editor, and Robert E. Kennedy was the journalism adviser. Thirty-one years later Kennedy, as the college president, is welcoming back his former student.

Last week Gov. Ronald Reagan named Brophy to fill one of four vacant seats on the system's board of trustees. Thus Brophy becomes the first product of the system to become a trustee, according to Kennedy.

Over the years Brophy has served as president of San Juan Unified School District Board of Trustees and presently is on the board of governors of the California Community Colleges, a position from which he is expected to resign. He is also a partner in a land development company in Sacramento.

As part of Founder's Day, Brophy will attend an address by Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, a special luncheon and a plaque dedication at a long-standing oak tree in Poly Grove.

A Friendly Welcome for all students from Cal Poly's Diamond Store
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Roy's Save-Mor
"Troupe' acts for change

America's best-known guerrilla theater company, widely noted for its spontaneity and commitment to social change, will be in the area for the first time late Thursday and Friday.

The San Francisco Mime Troupe will present "The Independent Puppet, or A Man Has His Pride" Thursday, and "The Dragon Lady's Revenge" Friday at 8 p.m. in the college theater.

Founded in 1958 as an alternative to the traditionally commercial theater, the troupe has performed free of charge in San Francisco parks since 1961 and has chosen to speak out on issues of social relevance. The troupe supports itself by passing the hat after performances and by touring campuses and cities of the United States.

Directive...

(Continued from page 1) campuses have been quite satisfactory. However, after meeting with the three students, Kennedy said, "...since there has been sufficient publicity to indicate concern, I'm perfectly willing to go back and let it be under their Speaker's Forum control."

A prime question at the meeting dealt with the makeup of Speaker's Forum and the ability of the members to involve additional student opinion into their decisions.

Kennedy said he was concerned the members were not representative, and that in the past "anyone who came to the meeting did, in fact, constitute a group."

Mrs. Doshi noted representatives of the seven school councils are members of Speaker's Forum and should be communicating ideas on speakers in those councils. She said Speaker's Forum could impress the council of the importance of the speaker's decisions, and "the very fact we made it an issue might help."

Evans added SAC does not have to write itself into the speaker approval process, as it is already there through the ASI bylaws which give it powers of intervention where student funds are being used.

Chandler's directive instructed Roy Gersten to halt the process of speaker contracts for a study of them one at a time while the discussion of review was under way. However, no contracts were forwarded to Gersten and the directive did not halt the process, Chandler indicated. He said the directive is no longer in effect.

Chandler said the college administration is interested in having the board of trustees adequate control of speaker selection and approval if present, thereby protecting the speaker program from further negative action by the trustees.

Bus available for Dunke speech

A community-to-campus bus service, the "San Francisco Mime Express," will be provided today for civic leaders and others attending the 71st anniversary of the college.

Door-to-door service will be provided from San Luis Obispo City Hall to Chancellor Glenn S. Dunke's convocation in the Men's Gym.

In addition to Larry Morgan, Glenn Anderson and Allyn Costa, who qualified by finishing in the top three in their weight divisions, Gary Mikolich, Mike Werning and Keith Leland will attend.

5 Reasons why Bike Riding is harmful to the environment
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